Carl,

This tar archive contains our suggested edits to the HTML source of the BabyBlue draft, and a couple of index files that may be helpful when merging our work with other contributions. If it will help your work to have the content organized differently, just let me know; we have our work under git version control, and it can be remixed to suit your workflow.

CONTENTS

BabyBlue.20160116.html
A copy of the HTML source incorporating our edits.

patches/
A directory containing patch files, each named for the rule (or table or section) that it touches. Each file contains a description of the changes that it makes.

OVERVIEW.txt
While the patch files isolate the changes for each rule, many of the original git changesets from which they are derived were document-wide. This index provides an overview of the original changesets, it case it is useful for reference.

DESCRIPTIONS.txt
A human-friendly index of the comments in the patches/ file for quick reference, numbered in parallel with the patch files themselves.

LOG.txt
This is the commit history of the git branch from which the files under patches/ have been dumped. The ordering is the same as the entries in the DESCRIPTIONS.txt index.
OVERVIEW.txt: BabyBlue edits
==========================

Titles of changes applied

* A single author's [sic?] work presumably has only one author [rmzelle]
* A very small nit. [fbennett]
* Abbreviate to "N.D." (rule 11.2.7) [rmzelle]
* Add <var/> element [rmzelle]
* Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]
* Add Second Series to description. [fbennett]
* Add a linked note to an exception. [fbennett]
* Add boldface for consistency. [fbennett]
* Add cross-links. [rmzelle]
* Add missing <var/> element [rmzelle]
* Add missing hash to anchor ref [fbennett]
* Add missing space [rmzelle]
* Add missing space. [fbennett]
* Add small hard margin to left and right. [fbennett]
* Adjustments to grammar. [rmzelle]
* Anchor to R10 for order of authorities [rmzelle, fbennett]
* Avoid repeat of "coverage." [fbennett]
* Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]
* Change "children by" to "children but" [rmzelle]
* Change "maintains" to "citing." [fbennett]
* Change "sources" to "cites" [rmzelle]
* Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]
* Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]
* Change sources to cites [rmzelle]
* Correct "parenthesis" to "parentheses" where it is supposed to be plural. [rmzelle]
* Correction to rule [rmzelle]
* Explanatory phrases are never followed by a comma, right? [rmzelle]
* Fill out alt text and center for cover photo. [fbennett]
* Fix broken link [fbennett]
* Fix some formatting/typos [rmzelle]
* Fix some minor formatting issues [rmzelle]
* Fix typo (insert "jurisdictions") [rmzelle]
* Fix typo [rmzelle]
* Fix typos [rmzelle]
* Force lowercase in title. [fbennett]
* Formatting adjustment. [rmzelle]
* Grammar tweak. [fbennett]
* Italicize case name [rmzelle]
* Justify blockquotes, as specified in R40.2 [rmzelle]
* Make ref to Rule 11.2.19 and link [rmzelle, fbennett]
* Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]
* Normalize references to "Bluebook" [rmzelle]
* Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]
* Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]
* Normalize to LEXIS (all-caps) [rmzelle, fbennett]
* Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
* Pluralize "examples" [rmzelle]
* Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
* Pretty sure "S. Ct." needs a space, per the examples. [rmzelle]
* Provide rule for forced lowercase in title. [fbennett]
* Remove "either" [rmzelle]
* Remove duplicate word. [fbennett]
* Remove period following "supra". [rmzelle]
* Remove unused ID from display table. [fbennett]
* Revision for clarity [rmzelle]
* Rule 11.11 does not exist, ref appears to be to R11.2.19 [rmzelle, fbennett]
* Rule 14.3.1 does not exist. General abbrev guidance at R11 [fbennett]
* Rule for slip opinions is at R12.4.2. [fbennett]
* Save some space by not repeating acronyms within same paragraph. [rmzelle]
* Set ",</a>" to "</a>," or ",</a>" as appropriate. [rmzelle]
* Set ref to R4.2 and link. [rmzelle, fbennett]
* Shorten sentence a bit (to keep BB concise!) [rmzelle]
* Slight edit for clarity. [fbennett]
* Small changes for grammar, precision. [fbennett]
* Small factual corrections [fbennett]
* Smooth out text and examples. [fbennett]
* Spell out referenced rule numbers and add links. [fbennett]
* Splice signal to sentence. [fbennett]
* Standardize text with neighboring examples. [rmzelle]
* Table T.1.3 does not exist. Ref appears to be to Table T2 [fbennett]
* Tiny tweaks to grammar and style. [fbennett]
* Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
* Use en-dash in Sarbanes–Oxley. [fbennett]
* Use singular noun. [fbennett]
* add space [rmzelle]
* edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
Index of changes applied (by rule, table or section)

1. Metadata: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]

2. Layout: Add small hard margin to left and right. [fbennett]
   * On a small laptop monitor (1600x900), the text was aligned with the margins exactly, and the left-offset of the second-level Rule headings was moving the "R" beyond the visible area. (tested under Firefox)

3. Cover: Fill out alt text and center for cover photo. [fbennett]
   * When the text is displayed instead of the cover photo, the full form looks nice. text-align takes effect on the ALT tag text when it is used to replace the IMG source (tested in Firefox only).

4. Foreword: Small factual corrections [fbennett]
   * It is certainly a pleasant surprise to feature in the first paragraph of the Foreword. I've made a few small corrections to the summary of events. (This diff is of course just one way of expressing the changes.)

   - The project now resides at https://juris-m.github.io, under the name "Juris-M."

   - Juris-M (nee MLZ) is not a part of Zotero, but a variant. They like for us to keep to keep the distinction clear, so that bug reports and the like land in the right place.

   - Work on MLZ started in 2009, and my first approach to the Bluebook editors was in 2011.

5. Introduction: Avoid repeat of "coverage." [fbennett]

   Introduction: Normalize references to "Bluebook" [rmzelle]
   * Normalize on "the Bluebook" (over "The Bluebook") in running sentences.

   * Normalize ordinals and capitalization of Bluebook editions.
6. R2.1: Add a linked note to an exception. [fbennett]

   * The general rule on case-name italicization is subject to an important exception. The change adds a note of it to the statement of the general rule under Typeface Standards.

6. R2.2: A very small nit. [fbennett]

   * Later-model machines supported alternative fonts.

6. R2.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

8. R3.1: Slight edit for clarity. [fbennett]

8. R3.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

   R3.2: Set ref to R4.2 and link. [rmzelle, fbennett]

   R3.2: Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]

10. R3.3: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

   R3.3: Pretty sure "S. Ct." needs a space, per the examples. [rmzelle]

   R3.3: Use en-dash in Sarbanes–Oxley. [fbennett]

11. R4.2: Remove unused ID from display table. [fbennett]

12. R4.3: Splice signal to sentence. [fbennett]

   * I think that this change brings the example into line with the stated rule.

13. R6.3: Use singular noun. [fbennett]

14. R7.1: Tiny tweaks to grammar and style. [fbennett]

15. R8.1: Remove duplicate word. [fbennett]

16. R10.2.2: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]

   R10.2.2: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]

17. R10.2.3: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]

18. R10.4.2: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]

19. R10.4.3: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
20. R10.4.3.2: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]

21. R10.4.4: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]

22. R10.6.1: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]

23. R10.6.3: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]

24. R10.7.1: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]

25. R10.8: Set ".<\/a>" to "<\/a>." or "<\/a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

26. R10.9.1: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]

27. R10.9.2: A single author's [sic?] work presumably has only one author [rmzelle]

28. R11.2.1: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

29. R11.2.4: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

30. R11.2.5: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
31. R11.2.6: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.6: Set ".\</a>" to "\</a>" or "\</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
R11.2.6: Change all instances of ",\</a>" to "\</a>", [rmzelle]
R11.2.6: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
R11.2.6: Rule 11.11 does not exist, ref appears to be to R11.2.19 [rmzelle, fbennett]

32. R11.2.7: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.7: Set ".\</a>" to "\</a>" or "\</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
R11.2.7: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
R11.2.7: Make ref to Rule 11.2.19 and link [rmzelle, fbennett]

33. R11.2.8: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]
* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

---

34. R11.2.9: Add missing space. [fbennett]

R11.2.9: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

---

35. R11.2.10: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

---

36. R11.2.11: Smooth out text and examples. [fbennett]

* Adjust phrasing in rubric for clarity;

* Provide an Incorrect entry for ACLU example, which illustrates a different branch of the stated rule; and

* Add an example for a preposition-joined geographic locator that is part of an institutional name.

R11.2.11: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

R11.2.11: Abbreviate to "N.D." (rule 11.2.7) [rmzelle]

----------------

37. R11.2.12: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

----------------

38. R11.2.15: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

----------------

39. R11.2.16: Grammar tweak. [fbennett]

R11.2.16: Fix some formatting/typos [rmzelle]

----------------

40. R11.2.18: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
41. R11.2.19: Spell out referenced rule numbers and add links. [fbennett]
   R11.2.19: Per R11.2.3., don’t italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
   R11.2.19: Fix some formatting/typos [rmzelle]
   R11.2.19: Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]
---------------
42. R11.3: Add Second Series to description. [fbennett]
   R11.3: Fix some formatting/typos [rmzelle]
   R11.3: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------
43. R11.4: Revision for clarity [rmzelle]
   * The synonym of "merely", "only", might be confusing, so I picked "just".
---------------
44. R11.5: Small changes for grammar, precision. [fbennett]
   * Change language slightly to avoid suggesting "passim" goes in the
     same place as a pincite;
   * Add leading apostrophe to "twas", as it is a contraction.
   R11.5: Add boldface for consistency. [fbennett]
   R11.5: Fix typos [rmzelle]
   R11.5: Shorten sentence a bit (to keep BB concise!) [rmzelle]
---------------
45. R12.1: Correct "parenthesis" to "parentheses" where it is supposed to be plural. [rmzelle]
---------------
46. R12.2: Change "maintains" to "citing." [fbennett]
   * The exception would only apply if the official reporter is the one
     cited -- obvious, but changed for good measure.
   R12.2: Set ".<\/a>" to "<\/a>." or "<\/a>"., as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   R12.2: Pretty sure "S. Ct." needs a space, per the examples. [rmzelle]
   R12.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------
47. R12.3.1: Set ".<\/a>" to "<\/a>." or "<\/a>"., as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   R12.3.1: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
   R12.3.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------
48. R12.3.3: Correct "parenthesis" to "parentheses" where it is supposed to be plural. [rmzelle]
---------------
49. R12.4.1: Pluralize "examples" [rmzelle]
   R12.4.1: Normalize to LEXIS (all-caps) [rmzelle, fbennett]
50. R12.4.3: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
   R12.4.3: Save some space by not repeating acronyms within same paragraph. [rmzelle]

51. R13.1: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

52. R14.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

53. R14.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
   R14.2: Pluralize "examples" [rmzelle]

54. R14.3: Explanatory phrases are never followed by a comma, right? [rmzelle]

55. R15.2.1: Fix typo [rmzelle]

56. R16.1.2: Add missing space [rmzelle]

57. R16.1.3: Normalize to LEXIS (all-caps) [rmzelle, fbennett]

58. R17.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
   R17.1: Table T.1.3 does not exist. Ref appears to be to Table T2 [fbennett]

59. R18.2.1: Fix typos [rmzelle]

60. R18.4: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>" or "<\a>" , as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   R18.4: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

61. R19.2: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]

62. R21.1: Change all instances of "،<\a>" to "<\a>" [rmzelle]
   R21.1: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]
   R21.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

63. R21.3: Change all instances of "،<\a>" to "<\a>" [rmzelle]
   R21.3: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]
   R21.3: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

64. R21.4.1: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>" or "<\a>" , as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   R21.4.1: Change all instances of "،<\a>" to "<\a>" [rmzelle]
   R21.4.1: Add <var/> element [rmzelle]
   R21.4.1: add space [rmzelle]
R21.4.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------

65. R21.4.2: Add <var/> element [rmzelle]

R21.4.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------

66. R21.5.1: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]
---------------

67. R23.1: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]
---------------

68. R23.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------

69. R24: Fix some minor formatting issues [rmzelle]
---------------

70. R24.1: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]

R24.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------

71. R24.4: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect"
    partner as appropriate.
---------------

72. R26: Fix some minor formatting issues [rmzelle]
---------------

73. R29.2: Fix some minor formatting issues [rmzelle]
---------------

74. R30.1: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
---------------

75. R30.2: Standardize text with neighboring examples. [rmzelle]
---------------

76. R31.1: Change "sources" to "cites" [rmzelle]
---------------

77. R32.2: Remove "either" [rmzelle]
---------------

78. R32.4: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "<\a>," [rmzelle]

R32.4: Change sources to cites [rmzelle]
R32.4: Add missing hash to anchor ref [fbennett]
---------------

79. R33: Add missing <var/> element [rmzelle]
---------------
80. R33.1.2: Add cross-links. [rmzelle]

R33.1.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------

81. R33.3.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
---------------

82. R33.5.2: Formatting adjustment. [rmzelle]
---------------

83. R33.6.4: Fix broken link [fbennett]
---------------

84. R34: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

  * For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
    - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
    - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
    - Assured a single space following colon.

  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R34: Remove period following "supra". [rmzelle]
---------------

85. R39.2: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

  * For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
    - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
    - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
    - Assured a single space following colon.

  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

---------------

86. R39.9: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

  * For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
    - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
    - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
    - Assured a single space following colon.

  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

---------------

87. R40.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

R40.2: Change "children by" to "children but" [rmzelle]
R40.2: Justify blockquotes, as specified in R40.2 [rmzelle]
---------------
88. T1.1: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
---------------
89. T1.2: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>.", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   T1.2: Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]
   T1.2: Rule for slip opinions is at R12.4.2. [fbennett]
   T1.2: Rule 14.3.1 does not exist. General abbrev guidance at R11 [fbennett]
---------------
90. T2: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>.", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
---------------
91. T8: Fix typos [rmzelle]
---------------
92. T13: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>.", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   T13: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "<\a>," [rmzelle]
   T13: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
   T13: Fix typos [rmzelle]
---------------
93. T15.2: Fix typos [rmzelle]
---------------
94. T16: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
   T16: Fix typos [rmzelle]
   T16: Fix typo (insert "jurisdictions") [rmzelle]
---------------
95. T17.1: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>.", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   T17.1: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "<\a>," [rmzelle]
---------------
96. T17.2: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "<\a>," [rmzelle]
---------------
97. T17.3: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>.", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
   T17.3: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "<\a>," [rmzelle]
---------------
98. Manifest: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]
   Manifest: Fix typos [rmzelle]
   Manifest: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>.", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
---------------
99. Codacil: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]
   Codacil: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "<\a>," [rmzelle]
   Codacil: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
   Codacil: Fix typos [rmzelle]
100. Prerelease: Fix typos [rmzelle]
commit 1d0343d893b8f269e040af3e611561b4375350ce
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:25:29 2016 +0900

Prerelease: Fix typos [rmzelle]

commit 381c1560054ce777660caf98b4a54b490a9e71e6
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 08:56:57 2016 +0900

Codacil: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]
Codacil: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]
Codacil: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
Codacil: Fix typos [rmzelle]

commit 78c00de445fc87ef9172979b36bc08940a975642
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 08:55:54 2016 +0900

Manifest: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]
Manifest: Fix typos [rmzelle]
Manifest: Set ".</a>" to "</a>." or "</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

commit 68a195c3763eb8c3019d5b9735dcc912b8520b03
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:21:05 2016 +0900

T17.3: Set ".</a>" to "</a>." or "</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
T17.3: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]

commit 6074ad1dcb2cae618900df68e61e14450a383c8e
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 12:16:10 2016 +0900

T17.2: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]

commit db0de3315f42a035a43c1495c28ed2d067825e94
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:20:42 2016 +0900

T17.1: Set ".</a>" to "</a>." or "</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
T17.1: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]

commit cfe125c111b45f6c3887ad07a2806a5e3bae5e797
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:58:45 2016 +0900

T16: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
T16: Fix typos [rmzelle]
T16: Fix typo (insert "jurisdictions") [rmzelle]

commit 8b3d5f268b9a30b874c31297c05c3959d62a05f2
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:22:13 2016 +0900

T15.2: Fix typos [rmzelle]
T13: Set ".</a>" to "</a>." or "</a>"", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

T13: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]

T13: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]

T13: Fix typos [rmzelle]

T8: Fix typos [rmzelle]

T2: Set ".</a>" to "</a>." or "</a>"", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

T1.2: Set ".</a>" to "</a>." or "</a>"", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

T1.2: Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]

T1.2: Rule for slip opinions is at R12.4.2. [fbennett]

T1.2: Rule 14.3.1 does not exist. General abbrev guidance at R11 [fbennett]

T1.1: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

R40.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

R40.2: Change "children by" to "children but" [rmzelle]

R40.2: Justify blockquotes, as specified in R40.2 [rmzelle]

R39.9: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
- Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
- Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

commit 1852dd5d99ad8fb88b4cc126c61345d520a6dd3a
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 07:55:03 2016 +0900

R39.2: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]
* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.
  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

commit 5951b3f589167b1f7566bf057162dbc6fe20c2b6
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 07:53:34 2016 +0900

R34: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]
* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.
  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R34: Remove period following "supra".  [rmzelle]

commit 44497e7ee5db7b76175880870dfd742f922907a0
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sun Jan 17 09:50:43 2016 +0900

R33.6.4: Fix broken link [fbennett]

commit la0f7414f1ba2a2ffe0e9428675c5dc66fd6de84
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:01:59 2016 +0900

R33.5.2: Formatting adjustment.  [rmzelle]

commit 03a75e5cd94a5af4b407eaf6bed9e7d2c41fald
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sun Jan 17 10:48:12 2016 +0900

R33.3.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs.  [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 5cd60f6bf7be8b9f94387d21240c5c404e081215
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:01:15 2016 +0900

R33.1.2: Add cross-links.  [rmzelle]
R33.1.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit e86a55b2d5fdd8d53b52ce2348aa8ae8ee81117a
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:59:43 2016 +0900

R33: Add missing <var/> element [rmzelle]

commit 72d4c61c6b7fe99afa2a5875d9bfdb1a6545e17
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:26:01 2016 +0900

R32.4: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "\<a>," [rmzelle]
R32.4: Change sources to cites [rmzelle]
R32.4: Add missing hash to anchor ref [fbennett]

commit 02b7da80dc96b79f87d338976695e3f268874c6e
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:09:31 2016 +0900

R32.2: Remove "either" [rmzelle]

commit 9fa33cc3f824cb2fc46a28a801469ce068bcca23
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:56:37 2016 +0900

R31.1: Change "sources" to "cites" [rmzelle]

commit c9665950e78600b48e19777cc7fc9db0f2d7dbc
Author: rmzelle <rintze.zelle@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 23:19:21 2016 -0500

R30.2: Standardize text with neighboring examples. [rmzelle]

commit 4718e200b83fca7022422ad96ce0bd26113fed27
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:33:52 2016 +0900

R30.1: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

commit 52c6f557f39a782c384c2e7150727c2e92a96966
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:53:19 2016 +0900

R29.2: Fix some minor formatting issues [rmzelle]

commit c8f2f24ec05d32b653dfdd6cc927c19e35076303
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:52:49 2016 +0900

R26: Fix some minor formatting issues [rmzelle]

commit ee814a9cfc3ae2cf500760d14c153c179dce97e5
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 07:52:54 2016 +0900

R24.4: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]
* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
commit ccd41a728fa1223aebea156beaf30216a509f93c
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 09:57:43 2016 +0900

R24.1: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]

R24.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit d884d0eb287ccee6f7452f5a0dd064502d3a937f
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 10:52:24 2016 +0900

R24: Fix some minor formatting issues [rmzelle]

commit f57b94ccf3e4b03e66e4cc74bd91522c7ffaa97
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sun Jan 17 10:46:51 2016 +0900

R23.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit la6709e1c4ebed9549635747657108e202d14cbf8
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 10:49:43 2016 +0900

R23.1: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]

commit 4a084bc330d3ff289abc60f3c963444ab74e0704
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 10:49:11 2016 +0900

R21.5.1: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]

commit ed8ed8ff40103f99a850f2ffcb3f8b9e74582917
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sun Jan 17 11:45:30 2016 +0900

R21.4.2: Add <var/> element [rmzelle]

R21.4.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 2380104a77f6325bc143470d409cd71add539a7a
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 09:15:29 2016 +0900

R21.4.1: Set ".</a>" to "</a>.," or "</a>\)", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

R21.4.1: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>.," [rmzelle]

R21.4.1: Add <var/> element [rmzelle]

R21.4.1: add space [rmzelle]

R21.4.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit db37c84621827b7328f4c9b92c4f0e9729a2bb16
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 09:25:08 2016 +0900

R21.3: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]

R21.3: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]

R21.3: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
commit 2304edfcd46311f67f0bd26813c80913723a08c8
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:24:26 2016 +0900

R21.1: Change all instances of ",<\a>" to "<\a>," [rmzelle]
R21.1: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]
R21.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 7f14028751e89edfca3597ae7a063bdee37fe00
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:46:27 2016 +0900

R19.2: Add <var/> elements and small edits. [rmzelle]

commit dd39bd03f83aa528b560d4cb905630e39d6c1b3b
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:15:00 2016 +0900

R18.4: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>.", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
R18.4: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 44f71f486538c99f7a73abaee965e9fa541b93f3
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:30:17 2016 +0900

R18.2.1: Fix typos [rmzelle]

commit 1613a032794176debf1e58019605c09c9ee7d0b9
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sun Jan 17 10:44:20 2016 +0900

R17.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]
R17.1: Table T.1.3 does not exist. Ref appears to be to Table T2 [fbennett]

commit 2f8220cfeae232115bf32cec7f52f64177a2398c
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sun Jan 17 11:03:36 2016 +0900

R16.1.3: Normalize to LEXIS (all-caps) [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit b2e737826d213e379dd749341e1b5164cc583324
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:29:35 2016 +0900

R16.1.2: Add missing space [rmzelle]

commit c842239107e0188dd7f2725afa6da6d011e3029
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 10:28:51 2016 +0900

R15.2.1: Fix typo [rmzelle]

commit a8f6a4aded96802e22bf9f0415b3e43aa6fc0c5f
Author: rmzelle <rintze.zelle@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 22:46:21 2016 -0500

R14.3: Explanatory phrases are never followed by a comma, right? [rmzelle]

commit a9a0af1f30e9a788c2706073d95299103dca1a166
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:33:26 2016 +0900

R14.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
R14.2: Pluralize "examples" [rmzelle]

commit c222ad726fa283b101aa98a465dfae1e305df03a8
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sun Jan 17 10:44:07 2016 +0900

R14.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 86342adffcc6a171467402fc7ed6802a6349216d5
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 11:32:50 2016 +0900

R13.1: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

commit 8b2d14bc26e65372b4ce7423d1bd7d23108e14db
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 11:32:19 2016 +0900

R12.4.3: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]
R12.4.3: Save some space by not repeating acronyms within same paragraph. [rmzelle]

commit a28774cd52471f50bd03ac60b15a3d54adcf3bb3
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 10:24:21 2016 +0900

R12.4.1: Pluralize "examples" [rmzelle]
R12.4.1: Normalize to LEXIS (all-caps) [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit a513630e9ba60e1c64ff6d5d7e5e78b691996352
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 10:14:44 2016 +0900

R12.3.3: Correct "parenthesis" to "parentheses" where it is supposed to be plural. [rmzelle]

commit bf076de845282534dc79341e141b4d7058d38b1c
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 09:14:17 2016 +0900

R12.3.1: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>." or "<\a>"", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
R12.3.1: Prefix all table references with a "T" [rmzelle]
R12.3.1: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit cfbb8ac913a60946d7a739ef04a071533a635f29
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Wed Jan 13 21:42:40 2016 +0900

R12.2: Change "maintains" to "citing." [fbennett]

* The exception would only apply if the official reporter is the one cited -- obvious, but changed for good measure.

R12.2: Set ".<\a>" to "<\a>." or "<\a>"", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
R12.2: Pretty sure "S. Ct." needs a space, per the examples. [rmzelle]
R12.2: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 7ae039e56cd18f4a6dd447e1e9bd3d55208bed35
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 10:13:52 2016 +0900

R12.1: Correct "parenthesis" to "parentheses" where it is supposed to be plural. [rmzelle]
commit 9004eeeb92d4f0a21c250c8848cc6b9e8667aalc
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Wed Jan 13 12:29:07 2016 +0900

R11.5: Small changes for grammar, precision. [fbennett]

* Change language slightly to avoid suggesting "passim" goes in the same place as a pincite;
* Add leading apostrophe to "twas", as it is a contraction.

R11.5: Add boldface for consistency. [fbennett]

R11.5: Fix typos [rmzelle]

R11.5: Shorten sentence a bit (to keep BB concise!) [rmzelle]

commit c1efd80eca3009e80272e3bd6e1cc253a8c2c2794
Author: rmzelle <rintze.zelle@gmail.com>

R11.4: Revision for clarity [rmzelle]

* The synonym of "merely", "only", might be confusing, so I picked "just".

commit ae1c97e838731da28cc9cb636d5cb3207c7fe329
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 08:48:00 2016 +0900

R11.3: Add Second Series to description. [fbennett]

R11.3: Fix some formatting/typos [rmzelle]

R11.3: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 37f4b88fefa44666ade8c835666c446c4b5ebdf44
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Wed Jan 13 11:12:35 2016 +0900

R11.2.19: Spell out referenced rule numbers and add links. [fbennett]

R11.2.19: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

R11.2.19: Fix some formatting/typos [rmzelle]

R11.2.19: Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]

commit b9faafa55e1615089213bc60d16f271d4eaf775a
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 07:51:49 2016 +0900

R11.2.18: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

commit a8dalab833e8901b0b8621945f4f454af0dc18873
R11.2.16: Grammar tweak. [fbennett]
R11.2.16: Fix some formatting/typos [rmzelle]

commit a3841deb5dd6ef795690d00d9b0fd00579f74be9
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 07:51:38 2016 +0900

R11.2.15: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect"
    partner as appropriate.

commit cc3ab4adefc724c59830ad80925590069ccccc6
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sun Jan 17 12:04:45 2016 +0900

R11.2.12: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect"
    partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly
  below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

commit 12f171831d81b113af2b9504377a4a272091fa5f
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 14:21:16 2016 +0900

R11.2.11: Smooth out text and examples. [fbennett]

* Adjust phrasing in rubric for clarity;

* Provide an Incorrect entry for ACLU example, which illustrates a
  different branch of the stated rule; and

* Add an example for a preposition-joined geographic locator that
  is part of an institutional name.

R11.2.11: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

R11.2.11: Abbreviate to "N.D." (rule 11.2.7) [rmzelle]

commit 68ee20eb55394ef9645bf76f8c5e322e1c6a3817
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sun Jan 17 12:02:47 2016 +0900

R11.2.10: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:

- Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
- Removed any trailing space inside tag;
- Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):

- Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
- Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
- Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

commit 172a7ec45e990d717c5f549ce448f6167a341dac
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Wed Jan 13 10:59:30 2016 +0900

R11.2.9: Add missing space. [fbennett]

R11.2.9: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:

- Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
- Removed any trailing space inside tag;
- Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):

- Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
- Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
- Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?
R11.2.8: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.12: Correction to rule [rmzelle]

* Pretty sure "not" shouldn't be here. In the example directly below, "of" in "City of Sacramento" is a preposition, right?

R11.2.7: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

* For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
  - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
  - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
  - Assured a single space following colon.

* For case name examples (R11.2):
  - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
  - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
  - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

R11.2.7: Set ".\</a>" to "\</a>" or "\</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

R11.2.7: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

R11.2.7: Make ref to Rule 11.2.19 and link [rmzelle, fbennett]
R11.2.6: Set ".</a>" to "</a>." or "</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]

R11.2.6: Change all instances of ",</a>" to "</a>," [rmzelle]

R11.2.6: Use capital T/R in internal fragment hrefs. [rmzelle, fbennett]

R11.2.6: Rule 11.11 does not exist, ref appears to be to R11.2.19 [rmzelle, fbennett]

commit 9985b2c63570225b12c7005a9874eb46a5d87d8b
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 07:50:24 2016 +0900

R11.2.5: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

  * For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
    - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
    - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
    - Assured a single space following colon.

  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

commit 686f41815c23aefb1640f2a1164482bfcfbfa3c65
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 07:49:18 2016 +0900

R11.2.4: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

  * For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
    - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
    - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
    - Assured a single space following colon.

  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

commit 28c57b69be77d82ce0c50c926c67b5cdeb5e5d264
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 07:49:03 2016 +0900

R11.2.1: Normalize presentation of examples [fbennett]

  * For labels Correct, Incorrect, Exception, Example and Examples:
    - Assured enclosure in boldface tags;
    - Removed any trailing space inside tag;
    - Assured a single space following colon.

  * For case name examples (R11.2):
    - Normalized titles to use italics throughout;
    - Removed citation stubs where not relevant to the illustrated rule.
    - Converted lone "Correct" entries to "Example," or added "Incorrect" partner as appropriate.

commit 48fd4ed4d24ea1951e6e84cada5a94938b5519f
Author: rmzelle <rintze.zelle@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 22:11:14 2016 -0500
R10.9.2: A single author's [sic?] work presumably has only one author [rmzelle]
commit da21d92d26f6162ef428289089bbbb067f0ad6f83
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Fri Jan 15 21:38:47 2016 +0900

R10.9.1: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
commit 42c41dadac24d3382dc7f9b4caba628b038ded
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:12:10 2016 +0900

R10.8: Set ".\</a>" to "\</a>." or "\</a>", as appropriate. [rmzelle]
commit 49fe3c694a43044a80078b5b01e8b785a957a58a
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Fri Jan 15 21:38:32 2016 +0900

R10.7.1: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
commit 7f997ffaa05724e721d820a49707c288201c3dc6e
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:50:35 2016 +0900

R10.6.3: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]
commit c3ba2615510b4bc06839fee97c4478c62bb30a3
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Fri Jan 15 21:38:19 2016 +0900

R10.6.1: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
commit 2c60384c1f758dbc6473e565d96a594fccaee00f
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:50:20 2016 +0900

R10.4.4: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]
commit bf2c633b70069c52ba130f103b9a304375943c39
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 09:50:01 2016 +0900

R10.4.3.2: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]
commit 0d068fbed09bc9aba413880ce9d259536d07b035
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Fri Jan 15 21:37:57 2016 +0900

R10.4.3: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
commit 283ea3aac509cbd48259b84bd6a942d464ad0cfe
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Fri Jan 15 21:37:43 2016 +0900

R10.4.2: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
commit bf64410f098bc0068222b64edb411ea0bb77d508
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Fri Jan 15 21:36:53 2016 +0900

R10.2.3: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
commit 4f3e503b86a63f4853a00ede198d598b8736d9ec
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Fri Jan 15 21:36:15 2016 +0900

R10.2.2: edit for consistency within list [fbennett]
R10.2.2: Normalize text/formatting [rmzelle]

commit 554b20720478a6772e70e6d4ffe783ef5ca9a23
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 10:05:09 2016 +0900

R8.1: Remove duplicate word. [fbennett]

commit 94d93dfc32d88273a2be5ed193ff2757624392a
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 10:01:56 2016 +0900

R7.1: Tiny tweaks to grammar and style. [fbennett]

commit 66bcc97fe47bf60becaf12d8c8650435bb181c
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 09:58:24 2016 +0900

R6.3: Use singular noun. [fbennett]

commit 78aff4f6849741395dc49a066cd836c49f9b2be
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 09:52:19 2016 +0900

R4.3: Splice signal to sentence. [fbennett]

* I think that this change brings the example into line with the stated rule.

R4.3: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

R4.3: Italicize case name [rmzelle]

R4.3: Anchor to R10 for order of authorities [rmzelle, fbennett]

R4.3: Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]

commit 1dcef44123878bcb9413a1c0bee80ebe61687166
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sun Jan 17 10:38:48 2016 +0900

R4.2: Remove unused ID from display table. [fbennett]

commit a73bb9538a32acdc9fb36b48cf2b37b5872a02
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:30:19 2016 +0900

R3.3: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

R3.3: Pretty sure "S. Ct." needs a space, per the examples. [rmzelle]

R3.3: Use en-dash in Sarbanes–Oxley. [fbennett]

commit 87581374d482294083432ffe5c849c8f7776ccc7f
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Sat Jan 16 11:29:58 2016 +0900

R3.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

R3.2: Set ref to R4.2 and link. [rmzelle, fbennett]

R3.2: Capitalize Rule in anchor text [fbennett]

commit 26669915f0773c2d8dd154d273d341bb6496028f40
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 09:44:29 2016 +0900

R3.1: Slight edit for clarity. [fbennett]
commit 497bbe311642623e040703a04fa480a3134fb4c7
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 09:42:37 2016 +0900

R2.2: A very small nit. [fbennett]

* Later-model machines supported alternative fonts.

R2.2: Per R11.2.3., don't italicize comma after case name (or titles). [rmzelle]

commit 63bd75c335dc05ef1d57621e77dcadbfe2b7f2d6
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Wed Jan 13 10:56:03 2016 +0900

R2.1: Add a linked note to an exception. [fbennett]

* The general rule on case-name italicization is subject to an
  important exception. The change adds a note of it to the statement
  of the general rule under Typeface Standards.

commit ee0cd620192858b9a2348912df3ded6354ba8068
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Tue Jan 12 14:09:05 2016 +0900

Introduction: Avoid repeat of "coverage." [fbennett]

Introduction: Normalize references to "Bluebook" [rmzelle]

* Normalize on "the Bluebook" (over "The Bluebook") in running sentences.

* Normalize ordinals and capitalization of Bluebook editions.

commit e5433b6b03dd6f6985489948c3823cf7705f50bd
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date:   Tue Jan 12 13:49:13 2016 +0900

Foreword: Small factual corrections [fbennett]

* It is certainly a pleasant surprise to feature in the first
  paragraph of the Foreword. I've made a few small corrections to
  the summary of events. (This diff is of course just one way of
  expressing the changes.)

  - The project now resides at https://juris-m.github.io, under the
    name "Juris-M."

  - Juris-M (nee MLZ) is not a part of Zotero, but a variant. They
    like for us to keep to keep the distinction clear, so that bug
    reports and the like land in the right place.

  - Work on MLZ started in 2009, and my first approach to the
    Bluebook editors was in 2011.

Foreword: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]

Foreword: Fix typos [rmzelle]

Foreword: Adjustments to grammar. [rmzelle]

Foreword: Normalize references to "Bluebook" [rmzelle]

* Normalize on "the Bluebook" (over "The Bluebook") in running sentences.

* Normalize ordinals and capitalization of Bluebook editions.

commit 05b919d369b8e51219c58ab6a9f765cf76e9ce68
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Cover: Fill out alt text and center for cover photo. [fbennett]

* When the text is displayed instead of the cover photo, the full form looks nice. text-align takes effect on the ALT tag text when it is used to replace the IMG source (tested in Firefox only).

Cover: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]

Cover: Force lowercase in title. [fbennett]

commit e85cb165914933278c560a4ba515db668dc71544
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Wed Jan 13 14:11:22 2016 +0900

Layout: Add small hard margin to left and right. [fbennett]

* On a small laptop monitor (1600x900), the text was aligned with the margins exactly, and the left-offset of the second-level Rule headings was moving the "R" beyond the visible area. (tested under Firefox)

Layout: Provide rule for forced lowercase in title. [fbennett]

commit 2d5bb8de6371bc901e1032c630b5455b693730dd
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Sat Jan 16 08:54:26 2016 +0900

Metadata: Normalize to BabyBlue as in text. [rmzelle]

commit a57b184159e78bb2850f9cf6e9583c0c027b855f
Author: fbennett <biercenator@gmail.com>
Date: Tue Jan 12 11:57:17 2016 +0900

Initial commit